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Australian Dollar to Move Lower

Aussie Dollar Downside: We believe the

Australian dollar has limited upside potential

over the next 6 months and are working to

structure a trade that captures that idea.

Overly Aggressive Rates Outlook: While the

fundamentals have been weak, they do not

justify the market pricing cumulative cuts of

80bp in 3 months, 120bp in 6 months, and

130bp in 12 months. There is some near-term

risk that the Aussie dollar could bounce as the

market unwinds some of the easing that is

presently priced.

RBA to Shift Rates Bias: The Australian

economy has been slowing. We think the RBA

will soon communicate a shift in their rate

outlook to neutral and believe the chances of a

rate cut are marginally better than those of a

rate hike within the next 6-12 months.

Correlation Breakdown: The market may be

somewhat complacent in its use of the

Australian dollar as a proxy for the emerging

economy growth story. Certainly the

combination of relative economic performance,

interest rate differentials, and demand for

capital has contributed to past Aussie dollar

strength and will likely contribute to some

degree of future appreciation. The medium-

term outlook for A$ strength, however, is mixed

due to a cloudy domestic environment.
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Retail Sales and Consumer Confidence 

Worrisome

Source: ABS, Bloomberg
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Iron Harbor Market Advisor
The Iron Harbor Market Advisor helps investors

understand the rationale behind individual portfolio

decisions. These decisions are based on

fundamental economic and monetary policy

analysis. Our investment horizon, which is six to

twelve months, is longer than that of most global

macro advisors. This medium-term view

distinguishes our approach. We are convinced that

the best investment opportunities exist beyond the

end of any given day, week, or month.

Australian Central Bankers Proceed with 

Caution in a Two-Speed Economy

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has

maintained a tightening bias since their last rate

hike in November 2010. Recent communication

from the Reserve Bank Board, however,

indicates a more balanced assessment of risks. In

addition to a substantial downgrade to the 2011

GDP forecast from 3.25% to 2.00%, in the most

recent meetings, the Board acknowledges the

following: Supply chain disruptions, high

commodity prices, and political uncertainty have

contributed to a slowdown in global activity.

Unlike other monetary authorities, the Board is

more uncertain on the duration of slower growth.

Confidence among households and firms is lower

and has intensified.

Credit growth has declined, asset prices

(including housing) have softened, and the

exchange rate is high; each of which contributes

to tighter financial conditions.

These expressed concerns make the Bank’s rate

outlook more nuanced. We believe that the

frequency with which officials have discussed these

downside risks should be interpreted as an implicit

shift from a tightening bias to something more

balanced. Further evidence of an implicit shift in

outlook is provided in the way in which Board

members have characterized the Australian

economy as a “two-speed” economy.

The resources sector has performed well and

continues to perform well. Minutes from the July

5th policy meeting plainly acknowledge that

persistent growth in investment, led by resources, is

still expected over the next couple of years.

Nevertheless, officials have typically followed any

upbeat comment with a reference to household

cautiousness in spending and borrowing and the

dampening effect that a strong currency has on non-

resource sector manufacturers. The Australian

economy is progressing at two speeds and we

believe the RBA will soon communicate an explicit

neutral policy rate outlook.

Exhibit 1: RBA Likely to Adopt Neutral Bias Despite
Rising Inflation

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia
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“Australian economy is operating

on two speeds.”
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Expectations Too Aggressive

Australia will likely continue to benefit from strong

commodity demand for the next several years and

perhaps decades. In the near- to medium-term,

however, we are increasingly of the opinion that a

tepid household sector and an unclear global growth

story present significant downside risks. As a

result, the Board may decide to ease policy a bit

despite the drift higher in inflation, but it is a close

call. The market is currently pricing cumulative

cuts of 80bp in 3 months, 120bp in 6 months, and

130bp in 12 months. We think this is too

aggressive.

Australian Economy Cools Down

For the last ten years, the market has viewed the

Australian dollar as a means of capturing the global

growth story of increasing commodity demand. The

dramatic increase in Australian terms of trade since

1998 is perhaps the best illustration of how

important the global growth story has been for both

the Australian export and the Australian dollar.

Recently, however, there has been a shift within the

domestic economy in Australia which may weaken

the correlation between commodity demand and

Aussie dollar performance, and we think the Aussie

dollar could underperform.

The RBA has clearly shifted its focus to domestic

economic performance, and for good reason. On

several fronts, it is obvious that the economy outside

of the resource sector is losing steam. Consumer

and business confidence are now at two-year lows

and household savings are rapidly approaching

levels seen only during the worst of the Great

Recession. This cautiousness within the household

sector has weighed heavily on retail sales which has

steadily lost momentum for the last 12 months.

Looking forward, we anticipate that economic

activity will remain slow and leading indicators

broadly confirm that expectation.

Exhibit 2: Household Savings on the Rise

Source: ABS
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Exhibit 3: Business Sector Confidence Weaker
Index Value

Percent

Source: National Australia Bank
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What We Are Watching

We are somewhat cautious regarding forward

Australian growth prospects and we are looking at

two areas for further confirmation: the labor market

and the Chinese economy. The labor market has

only recently shown signs of moderation. While

July labor force data show a decline of 22,200 full-

time workers, that decline represents less than half

of the June increase of 51,000. Nonetheless,

momentum of employment gains appear to be

slowing at the same time the unemployment rate

moved to 5.1% in July from 4.9% in June.

Our second area of focus is China. This is where

we foresee expending the greatest effort in our

ongoing Aussie watch. At this time, our summary

review of economic data leaves us with more

questions than answers regarding the likely

consequences for the Australian economy:

Chinese leading indicators have been pointing

lower since December and automobile sales have

moved 14.5% lower over the same period. Auto

sale weakness does not appear to have been

caused by Japanese supply disruptions, but may

have been exacerbated by them.

Iron ore and steel import volumes are flat-to-

lower since the beginning of the year; however,

anecdotal information suggests that Chinese

demand continues to be brisk.

Leading indicators have continued lower after a

brief rebound in Q3

On the other hand, both electricity usage and

steel production continue to gain momentum.

Exhibit 4: Weakness in Auto Sales and Retail Sales…. 

Source: Bloomberg
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Exhibit 5: …While Steel Production Continues Higher
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We will take a more detailed and comprehensive

look at China within the upcoming weeks, but what

we see now implies a modest slowdown, not a hard

landing. Still, it remains unclear at this time

whether even a modest slowdown in China (or in

any other emerging economy), will seriously dent

Australia’s external sector. According to The

Economist, emerging economies consume 60% of

the world’s energy, 65% of all copper and 75% of

all steel while average consumption per person

(specifically oil consumption) is still less than one-

fifth of that in developed economies. Emerging

economies still have a lot of emerging to do and the

RBA will factor that into their rate decisions.

We are also keeping an eye on Japan which is

perhaps as important to the Australian export sector

as is China. Japanese fundamentals provide a

clearer picture and indicate that the economy is

quickly rebounding from the Spring slowdown.

Our Market Advice

We believe the Australian dollar has limited

upside potential over the next 6 months and are

working to structure a trade that captures that

idea.

While the fundamentals have been weak, they

do not justify the market pricing cumulative cuts

of 80bp in 3 months, 120bp in 6 months, and

130bp in 12 months. There is some near-term

risk that the Aussie dollar could bounce as the

market unwinds some of the easing that is

presently priced.

The Australian economy has been slowing. We

think the RBA will soon communicate a shift in

their rate outlook to neutral and believe the

chances of a rate cut are marginally better than

those of a rate hike within the next 6-12 months.

The market may be somewhat complacent in its

use of the Australian dollar as a proxy for the

emerging economy growth story. Certainly the

combination of relative economic performance,

interest rate differentials, and demand for capital

has contributed to past Aussie dollar strength and

will likely contribute to some degree of future

appreciation. The medium-term outlook for A$

strength, however, is mixed due to a cloudy

domestic environment.
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